We argue that in general, the analysis of lexical cohesion factors in a document can drive a summarizer, as well as enable other content characterization tasks. More narrowly, this paper focuses on how one particular cohesion factol~simple lexical repetition--can enhance an existing sentence extraction summarizer, by enabling strategies for overcoming some particularly jarring enduser effects in the summaries, typically due to coherence degradation, readability deterioration, and topical under-representation. Lexical repetition is instrumental to, among other things, the topical make-up of a text, and in our framework a lexical repetition-based model of discourse segmentation, capable of detecting topic shifts, is integrated with a linguistically-aware summarizer utilizing notions of salience and dynamically-adjustable summary size. We show that even by leveraging lexical repetition alone, summaries are of comparable, and under certain conditions bette~, quality than the ones delivered by a state-of-the-art summarizer. This is encouraging for a broad research platform focusing on the recognition and use of cohesive devices in text for a range of content characterisation and document management tasks.
Introduction
This paper add resses a particular class of problems inherent to summaries derived by sentence extraction, namely the related issues of coherence degradation, readability deterioration, and topical under-representation. Fundamen- tally, these problems arise from unconstrained deletion of arbitrary amount of source material between two sentences which end up adjacent in the summary; this has unpredictable effects on the amount of potentially essential information which may be lost in that deletion. Examples like 'dangling' anaphors (with lost antecedents) have been cited often enougk and strategies like including the immediately preceding sentence in the summary lmve some effect. While intuitively plausible, these are still simple strategies, prone to misfiring; moreover, other effects like the reversal of a cote premise in an argument, or the introduction, and subsequent elaboration, of a new topic, are not easily handled by similar heuristics.
We seek to leverage a mechanism for assessing the degree of cohesion between individual sentences in the source document, as well as having a notion of how these map onto the underlying themes in the document. Informally, cohesion--and lexical cohesion in particular--is manifest in the ways in which the words, or word patterns, of a sentence connect that sentence to certain of its predecessors and successors. The intuition is that identifying, and preserving, some of these connections in the summary would improve its coherence.
Lexical cohesion and summarization
Documents are coherent because of the continuity of their discourse. A number of rhetorical devices help achieve cohesion between related document fragments. Analysing such devices--or at the very least being sensitive to their manifestation and interplay---can bring a moderately refined degree of discourse awareness into the summarization process. In the absence of deep text understanding, this boils down to making extensive use of a formalized notion of lexical cohesion.
Linguists have studied extensively how various cohesive devices operate, and interact, in order to account for certain properties of the overall organization of a text discourse. For (Halliday and Hasan, 1976) , the organization of text derives from a variety of relationships (cohesive ties) among discourse entities. More recently, (Wintel; 1979) has focused on the devices that enforce lexical relationships and connect a discourse fragment with other discourse fragments. The underlying theme here is that cohesion can be best explained in terms of how repetition is manifested across pairs of sentences. Repetition carries informational value--it provides a reference point for interpreting what has changed, and thus, what is at the focus of attention of the discourse--and thus clearly goes well beyond the simple notion that discourse fragments with shared content will also share vocabulary. As (Phillips, 1985) points out, the lexical inventory of a text is tightly organized in terms of collocation; this makes it possible to get a handle on the overall organization of text, in general, and on the identification of topic introduction and topic closure, in particular.
A variety of linguistic devices act as vehicles for repetition: viewed at the level of interplay between words and phrases in the text, these include lexical repetition, textual substitution and the use of a range of lexical relations, co-re~',rence and ellipsis, paraphrasing, colqunetion, and so forth. Analysing these would enable the identification of strong cohesive ties pulling together a chain of sentences which focus on (aspects of) the same discourse entity or event; this would require carrying out, for instance, indepth co-reference and ellipsis resolution, as well as lexical relation determination.
At the other end of the spectrum, just a lexical chaining procedure (like the one described in (Morris and I-1irst, 1.991)) could be used to determine the degree of cohesion between adjacent pairs of sentences. Indeed, this has been the basis for an operational definition of linear discourse segmentation, where segments in a document are defined to be contiguous blocks of text, roughly 'about the same thing', with segment boundaries indicative of topic shifts.
The research reported here is just one aspect of a larger study into the recognition and use of cohesive devices for content characterisation tasks. It presupposes finegrained methods for the identification of cohesive ties between (sentence) units in a text; describing the computational basis for developing such methods is outside of the scope of this paper (howeveb see (Kennedy and Boguraev, 1996) , (Fellbaum, 1999) , (Kelleb 1994) ), as is the complete framework for lexical cohesion analysis we have developed. Instead, in focusing on the effects of lexical cohesion on summarization, we limit ourselves here on the phenomenon of simple lexical repetition; it turns out that even this can be beneficially applied to enhancing summarizatkm quality.
Recent work (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1999 ) makes explicit this intuition. "Lexical chains" are constructed by grouping together items related by repetition and certain lexical relations derived via the WOI',DNET lexical database (Fellbaum, 1999) . A sequence of items in a chain highlights a discussion focused on topic related to (an) ite, m(s) in the chain; a metric for scoring chains picks topically prominent ones; these are then taken as the basis of sentence extractkm heuristics. A positive result of that work is that in an intrinsic evaluation against humanconstructed summaries, the system outperformed at least one commercial summarizer. This highlights the potential of a purely lexical chains-based appnmch; still, Barzilay and Elhadad remain frustrated by the high degree of polysemy in WORDNET (not to mention its limited coverage with respect to more specialized domains); fortunately, this does not concern us here.
Discourse segmentation and summarization
Unlike Barzilay and Elhadad, we start with a sentencebased summarizeb and are specifically seeking to improve upon what is already (by some measure; see Section 4.1 below) a good performance, judged in a discipline-wide evaluation initiative (Mani et al., 1999) . This places certain constraints on how lexical cohesion analysis results, and in particular the identification of topically coherent segments, can be incorporated in the existing strategies and nmchanisms h~r sentence selection, already deployed by the summarizer. Making certain that a summary incorporates sentences from each segment intuitively seeks to ensure uniform representation of all sub-stories in a document; the notion here is to avoid having inordinately large gaps between adjacent summary sentences, which would tend to lose essential inhmnation. Moreove,, a mechanism which would pick the sentence(s) in a segment most representative its main topic, would also carry over into the summary 'traces' of all the main topics in the original document. This is more than just an intuition. In the process of developing, and training, our base summarizer (see Section 2.2 below), an analysis was carried out to determine the causes of a certain class of failure. It turns out that 30.7% of the failures could be prevented by a heuristic sensitive to the logical structure of documents, which would enforce that each (topical) section gets represented in the summary. Additional 15.2% of failures could also be avoided if the summarizer was capable of detecting sub-stories within a single section, leading/trailing noise (see below), and so forth. Thus ahnost half of the errors (in a certain summarization regime, at least) could have been avoided by using a segmentation component.
This exemplifies how a document-wide analysis of a single lexical cohesion factor (simple repetition) can improve upon an existing sentence selection strategy-~eveu if such a strategy has been devised without prior knowledge of additional enhancements to come. The specific approaches to being sensitive to foci of attention within a segment, and topic shifts between segments, may vary; as we discuss this below (see Section 3.1), these will depend on other environment settings for the summarizer. Still, in the right operational environment even very simple heuristics--take the first sentence from each segment, for instance--have remarkably noticeable impact.
We thus argue that a lexical repetition-based model of linear segmentation offers effective schemes for deriving sentence-based summaries with certain discourse properties, enhancing their quality.
What follows is organized in three main sections. We outline some linguistic functions of the summarizel, and give details of the summarization and segmentation components. We focus specifically on how higher level content analysis uses lower level shallow linguistic processing, both to obtain a richer model of the document domain, and to leverage cohesion analysis for sub-story identification. Next we discuss some strategies for optimal ttse of discourse segments and topic shifts for summarization. We sketch our evaluation testbed environment, and present experimental results comparing the t)erformance of sunnnarization alone to segmentationenhanced summarizatkm. We conclude with an assessment of the overall utility of 'cheap' approximations to lexical cohesion measures, specifically from the point of view of enhancing a fully operational summarizer.
Technology base
As an integral component of an infrastructure for document analysis with a number of intercoimccted and mutually enabling linguistic filters, the summarization systeln discussed here makes use of'shallow' linguistic functions. The infrastructure is designed from the ground up to perform a variety of linguistic feature extraction functions, ranging fl'om single pass tokenisation, lexical tookup and morphological analysis, to coinplex aggregation of representative (salient) phrasal units across multidoculnent collections. Given such a document processing environment, the design of our summarizer is based on sentence selection mechanisms utlilizing salience ranking of phrasal traits in individual documents, when viewed against a background of the distribution of phrasal vocabulary across a large multi-document collectkm.
Linguistic filters
In essence, we have a robust text analysis system for identification of proper nanms and technical terms, since these are most likely to carry the bulk of the semantic load in a document. Howeveb in addition to simple identification of certain phrasal types, capabilities also exist for identifying their variants (contractions, abbreviations, colloquial uses, etc.) in individual documents in a multi-document collection. A collection vocabulary of canonical forms and variants, with statistical information about their distribution behaviom; are used in the summarizer's salience calculation. Salience, in turn, is a major component of the sentence-level score that selects the sentences for extraction (see 2.2 below).
As a frequency-based system, our summarizer is ideally positioned to exploit linguistic analysis, filtering, and normalization functions. Morphological processing allows us to link multiple variants of the same word, by normalizing to lemma forms. Proper name identification is enhanced with context disambiguation, named entity typing, and variant normalisation; as a result the system's frequency analysis is more precise, and less sensitive to noise; ultimately, this leads to more robust salience calculation. Normalisation of different variants of the same concept to a canonical form is further facilitated by processes of abbreviations unscrambling, resolution of definite noun phrase anaphora, and aggregation across the entire document collection. The set of potentially salient phrases is enriched by the identification and extraction of technical terms; this enables the recognition of certain multi-word concepts mentioned in the document, with discourse properties indicative of high topicality value, which is also directly relevant to salience determination.
Each document in a collection is analyzed individually. All 'content' (non-stop) words, as well as all phrasal units identified by the linguistic filters, are deemed to be vocabulary items, indexed via their canonical forms. With a view to future extensions of the base summarization function (see Section 5), these retain complete contextual information about the variants they have been encoun--tered in, as well as the local context of each occurrence. The vocabulary items are counted and aggregated across documents to form the collection w)cabulary. In addition to all the canonical forms and variants, the collection vocabulary contains the composite frequency of each canonical form, and its information quotient, a statistical measure of the distribution of a vocabulary item in the collection. Aggregating together similar items from different documents (cross-document co-reference) is far from straightforward for multi-word items; howeveb being able to carry out a process of cross-document coreference resolution is clearly a further enabling capability for obtaining more precise collection statistics. A pronominal anaphora resolution function further contributes to the quality of the collection statistics.
In addition to the domain vocabulary, the summarizer also has access to document structure information. A hierarchical representation of the document separates content and layout metadata, and makes the latter explicit in a document structure tree. Encoded are data including: appearance and layout tags; document title; abstract, and other front matter; (sub-)section, etc. headings; paragraphs, themselves composed of sentences; 'floating' objects like tables, figures, captions; side-bars and other text extraneous to the main document narrative; etc. Document structure is constructed by 'shadowing' markup parsing, as markup tags are used to construct the document structure tree; for documents without markup, structure determination is carried out on the basis of page layout cues. The document structure records additional discourse-level annotations, such as cue phrases marking rhetorical relations, quoted speech, and so forth. All of these elements both contribute directly to the summarizer's set of heuristics, as well as inform the discourse segmentation process.
Salience-driven summarization
With its set of linguistic filters, our frequency-based summarizer can exploit linguistic dimensions beyond single word analysis; this is not unlike the approach of (Aone et al., 1997) . Due to the sophistication and integration of the filters (see Section 2.1), we are able to exploit a richer source of domain knowledge than most other frequencybased systems.
Frequency alone is poor indicator of salience, even when ignoring stop words. Unlike early frequency-based techniques for sentence selection, we utilize the more indicative inverse document frequency measure, adapted from information retrieval, in which the relative frequency of an item in a document is compared with its relative frequency in a background collection. The trade-off, however, for more precise term salience is the summarizer's dependence on background collection statistics; we return to this issue below.
Sentence selection is driven by the notion of salience; the summary is constructed by extracting the most salient sentences in the full document. The salience score of a sentence is derived partly from the salience of vocabulary items in the document and partly from its position in the document structure (e.g. section-initial, paragraphinternal, and so forth) and the salience of the surrounding sentences. The calculation of inverse document frequency for a w)cabulary item t compares its relative frequency in the document with its relative frequency in the collection. We define the item's salience score to be this inverse document frequency measure (in the formula below, No'oft and Nlgo,., refer to, respectively, to the number of items in the collection, and document).
Salience(t) = log2((N~:ott/fre~q(i,)c~oll)/(NDo~/J'rexl(t)D,,~:))
Salient items are items occurring more than once in the document, whose salience score is above an experimentally determined cutoff, or items appearing in a strategic position in the document structure (e.g. title, headings, etc.; see Section 2.1). All others are assigned zero salience. The score for a sentence is made up of two components. The salience component is the sum of the salience scores of the items in the sentence. The structure component reflects the sentence's proximity to the beginning of the paragraph, and its paragraph's proximity to the beginning and/or end of the document. Structure score is secondary to salience score; sentences with no salient items get no structure score.
A set of heuristics address some of the coherencerelated problems discussed earlier (see 1). For example, under certain conditions, a sentence might be selected for inclusion in the summary, even if it has low, or even zero, score: sentences immediately preceding higher scoring ones in a paragraph may get promoted by virtue of an 'agglomeration rule'. Agglomeration is an inexpensive way of preventing dangling anaphors without having to resolve them. Another problem for sentence-based summarizers, that of thematic under-representation (or, loosely speaking, coverage; see 1), is addressed by an 'empty section' rule, which is of particular interest for this paper. Longer documents with multiple sections, or news digests containing several stories, may be unevenly represented in a sentence-extracted summary. The 'empty section' rule aims to ensure that each section is represented in the summary by forcing inclusion of its highest scoring sentences, ob if all sentence scores are zero, its first sentence.
As a general purpose summarize~, ours makes extensive use of small scale linguistic information (term phrasal patterns) and large scale statistical information (term distribution patterns). With the exception of tile heuristic rules outlined earlier in this section, tile summarizer is operating without any focused analysis of cohesion factors in tile input text. I lence the departure point for this work, as already discussed (in Section 1): can the summarizer's performance be improved, if we take into account lexical cohesion in the source?
We address this question by making the summarizer aware of certain discourse-level features of the document, and in particular, by leveraging tile topic shifts in it; to this end, the infrastructure has been augmented with a function for linear discourse segmentation.
Linear discourse segmentation
Segmentation is a document analysis function which directly exploits one of tile core text cohesion factors, patterras of h'xicaI repetition (see Section 1.1), for" identifying some baseline data concerning tile distribution of topics in a text. In particulal, discourse segmentation is driven by tile determination of points in the narrative where perceptible discontinuities in the text cohesion are detected. Such discontinuities are indicative of topic shifts, t%llow-ing the original idea of lexical chains (Morris and l lirst, 1991) , subsequently developed specifically for the purposes of segmentation of expository text (Hearst, 1994) , we have adapted an algorithm for discourse segmentation to our document processing environment. In particulab while remaining sensitive to tile distribution of "terms" across tile docunlent, and calculating similarity between adjacent text blocks by a cosine measure, our procedure differs from that in (Hearst, 1994) in several ways.
We only take into account content words (as opposed to all terms yielded by a tnkenizatkm step). These are normalized to lemma forms. "Termhood" is additionally refined to take into account multi-word sequences (pcnper names, technical terms, and so forth, as discussed in Section 2.1 above), as well as a notion of co-reference, where different name variants get "aggregated" into the same canonical form. The cohesioi~ calculation (tll]Ction is biased towards different types of possible break points: thus certain cue phrases ("llowever", "On lhe olher ham/") unambiguously signal a topic shift; document structure elements--such as sentence beginnings, paragraph openers, and section heads--are exploited for their 'pre-disposition' to act as likely segment boundaries; and so forth (see Section 2.1). The function is also adjusted to reduce the noise from block comparisons where the block bnundary--and thus a potential topic shift--falls at unnatural break points (such as tile middle of a sentence).
By making segmentation another component within our document processing environment, we are able to use, transparently, the results of processes such as lexical mM morl;hohNical lookup, docmnent structure identification, and cue I#trase detection. Likewise, segmentation results are naturally incorporated in an annotation superstructure which records the various levels of document analysis: discourse segments are just another type of a 'span' (annotation) over: a number of sentences, logically akin to a paragraph (Bird and Liberman, 1999) .
Apart from the adjustments and modifications outlined above, we use essentially ltearst's formnla for computing lexical similarity between adjacent blocks of text bl and b2 (t denotes a discourse element term identified as such by prior processing, ranging over tim text span of the currently analyzed block; Wt,l,N is the normalized frequency of occurrence of the term in block b~\,):
sim(bl,b2) :~ > tWl,btwt,b~
Unlike most applications of segmentatkm to date, which are concerned with the identification of segment boundaries, we are primarily interested ira Ieveraging the content of the segments, to the extent that it is indicative of the focus of attention, and (indirectl3; at least) points at tile topical shifts to be utilized for surnmary generation. We use tile segmentation results (together with the name and term identificatkm and salience calculation delivered by other functions) in order to ensure that all the base data for inferring the topic stamps, and topic shifts, ix available to the user.
Segmentation-assisted summaries
What is tile relationsldp between segmentation and summarizatkm: is segmentation a strictly "under the covers" function for tile summarizer, or might segmentation resuits be of any interest, and use, to tile end nser? We fOCLIS ()l 1. SOIlle strategies for incorporating segmentation results in tile summary generation process. 1 tmvever, unlike (Kan et al., 11998 ) (whose work also seeks to leverage linear segmentation for the explicit purposes of document summarization), we further take tile view that with an appropriate interface metaphor where the user has an overview of the relationships between a sunnnary sentence, the key salient phrases within it, and its enclosing discourse segment--a sequence of visually demarkated segments can impart a lot of information directly leading to in-depth perception of the summary, as it relates to the full docun~ent (Boguraev and Neff, 2000) .
Strategies for utilizing segments
(_~ol'ln'llOll intuitions suggest a number of strategies for leveraging the results of linear discourse segmentation for enhancing stunmavizaLion. As topic shift points in tile text are 'published' into the document structure (see Section 2.3), by defining a segment as an additional type of document span (akin to sentence, paragraph, section, and so forth), the summarizer transparently, and immediately, becomes aware of the segmentation results. We also make arrangements for a mechanism whereby certain strategies for incorporating segmentation results into the SUlnnlarization process were easy to cast in summarizer terms.
Thus, for instance, a heuristic requMng that each segment is represented in the summary can be naturally expressed by treating segments as sections, and strictly enforcing the 'empty section' rule (see 2.2). The selection of a segment-initial sentence for tile summary can be eraforced simply by boosting the salience score for that sentence above a known threshold. A decision to drop an anecdotal (or otherwise peripheral; see below) segment from consideration in summary generation would be realised by setting, as a last step prior to sumlnary generation, the sentence salience scores for all sentences in the segment to zeros.
Other benefits of segmentation
Such strategies are discussed in mnre detail latch as they naturally belong with their evaluation, llere we highlight a few observations concerning the overall benefits that segmentation brings to summarization. Thus, in addition to facilitating sentence-based summaries with certain discourse and rhetorical properties, it turns out that under certain conditions the summarizer can operate very effectively without a need for background corpus statistics. This is a better solution than the highly genre-sensitive approach of supplying a 'generic' background collection, against which summaries could be generated even for documents which are not a priori part of the collection.
Note that the derivation of a background collection and statistics for it might be impractical for a variety of reasons: lack of access to a sufficiently large and representative data sample; no time for processing; sparse storage resources; and so forth. Clearly, being able to operate without such statistics is an operational bonus for the summarizer.
Another use for segmentation is for optimising the use of source input, as well as possibly maximising its re-use. Occasionally, the document contains 'noise'--possibly in the form of anecdotal leads, closing remarks tangential to the main points of the story, side-bars, and so forth--which are inappropriate sources for summary sentences. Linear segmentation sensitive to topic shifts and document structure would identify such source fragments and remove them from consideration by the summarizer. Conversely, in certain news reporting genres a whole document fragment (typically towards the beginning or the end of the document) functions as a summary of the story: we would like to be able to use this fragment; clearly identifying it as a segment would help.
We also use segmentation to handle long documents more effectively. While the collection-based salience determination works reasonably well for the averagelength news story, it has some disadvantages.
For longer documents, with requisite longer summaries, the notion of salience degenerates, and the summary becomes just an incoherent collection of sentences. (Even if paragraphs, rather than sentences, are used to compose the summary--see e.g. (Mitra et al., 1997) --the same problems of coherence degradation and topical underrepresentation, remain.) We use segmentation to identify contiguous sub-stories in long documents, which are then individually passed on to the summarizer; the results of sub-story summaries are 'glued' together.
Evaluation
For evaluating the effect of various strategies upon summarizer output quality, we used as baseline an evaluation corpus of full-length articles and their 'digests', from
The New York Times. There are advantages, and disadvantages, to this approach. Setting aside whether task-based evaluation is appropriate for testing strictly the effect of one technology on another (see Section 4.1 below), such a decision ties us to a particular set of data. On the positive side, this offers a realistic baseline against which to compare strategies and heuristics; on the negative side, if a certain type of data is missing from the evaluation corpus, there is little hard evidence for judging the effects of strategies and heuristics on such data.
The remainder of this section describes our evaluation environment, and then looks at the results for smallto-average size documents (the collection comprises just over 800 texts, less than half of which are over 10K, and virtually none are over 20K; the byte count includes HTML markup tags; in terms of number of sentences per document, very few of these longer documents are over 100 sentences long).
Summarization evaluationtestbed
Evaluating summarization results is not trivial, at least because there is no such thing as the best, or correct, summary--especially when the summary is constructed as an extract. The purposes of such extracts vary; so do human extractors. Sentence extraction systems may be evaluated by comparing the extract with sentences selected by human subjects (Edmundson, 1969) . This is a (superficial) objective measure that clearly ignores the possibility of multiple right answers. Another objective measure compares summaries with pre-existing abstracts using a suitable method for mapping a sentence in the abstract to its counterpart in the document. Subjective measures, even though still less satisfying, can also be devised: for instance, summary acceptability has been proposed as one such measure. Other evaluation protocols share the primary feature of being task-based, even though details may vary. Thus performance may be measured by comparing browsing and search time as summary abstracts and fulMength originals are being used (Miike et al., 1994) ; other measures look at recall and precision in document retrieval (Brandow et al., 1995) ; or recall, precision, and time required in document categorization (i.e. assessing whether a document has been correctly judged to be relevant or not, on the basis of its summary alone) (Mani et al., 1999) .
We built an environment for baseline summarizer evaluation, as part of its development/training cycle. This was also used in analyzing the impact of discourse segmentation on the summarizer's performance. A background collection vocabulary statistics was derived from analyzing 2334 New York Times news stories. Sentences in digests for 808 stories and feature articles were automatically matched with their corresponding sentences in the full-length documents. Digests range in length from 1 to 4 sentences. Since we were particularly interested in longer stories, as well as stories in which the first sentence in the document did not appear in the digest, their representation in the test set, 38%, is larger than their distribution in the newspaper.
Since digests are inherently short, this evaluation strategy is somewhat limited in its capability of fully assessing segmentation effects on summarization of long documents. Nonetheless, a number of comparative analyses can be carried out against this baseline collection, which are indicative of the interplay of the various control options, environment settings, and linguistic filters used. One parameter, in particular, is quite instrumental in tuning the summarizer's performance, to a large extent because it is directly related to length of the original document: size of thesummary, expressed either as number of sentences, or as percentage of the full length of the original. In addition to a clear intuition (namely that the size of the summary ought to be related to the size of the original), varying the length of the summary offers both the ability to measure the summarizer's performance against baseline summaries (i.e. our collection of digests), and the potential of dynamically adjusting the derived summary size to optimally represent the full document content, de-pending on the size of that document.
Our experiments vary tile granularity of summary size. In principle, the performance of a system which does absolute sentence ranking, and systematically picks the N 'best' sentences for tlle summary, should not depend on the summary size. In our case, the additional heuristics for improving the coherence, readability, and representativeness of tile summary (see Section 2.2) introduce variations in overall summary quality, depending on the compaction factor applied to the original document size. A representative spectrum for tlle test corpus we use is given by data points at: diqest size (i.e. summary exactly the size, expressed as number of sentences, of tile digest); 4 sentem:es; I0% of the size of the full length document; and 20% of the document. Not surprisingly (for a salience-based system), the sumnlarization ftmction alone, without discourse segmentation, benefits from larger summary size. Although tlle recall rate is higher still for longer summaries, it is not a measure of the overall quality of tile summary because of tile inherently short length of tile digest.
Segmentation effects on summarization
Our experiments compare the base summarization procedure, which calculates object salience with respect to a background document collection (Section 2.2), with enhanced procedures incorporating different strategies using the notions of discourse segments and topic shifts.
These elaborate tile intuitions underlying our approach to leveraging lexical cohesion effects (see Section 1.2). The experiments fall in either of two categories.
In an environment where a background collection, and statistics, cannot be assumed, a summarization procedure was defined to take selected (typically initial) sentences from each segment; this appeals to the intuition that segment-initial sentences would be good topic indicators for their respective segments, qhe other category of experiment focused on enriching the base summarization procedure with a sentence selection mechanism which is informed by segment botmdary identification and topic shift detection.
In combining different sentence selection mechanisms, several variables need adjustment to account for relative contributions of the different document analysis methods, especially where summaries can be specified to be of different lengths. Given the additional sentence selection factors interacting with abso]ute sentence ranking, we again set the granularity of summary size at three discrete steps, mirroring the evaluation of the original summarizer: summaries can be requested to be precisely 4 sentences long, or to reflect source compaction factor of 10% or 20% (Sectkm 4.1).
We experimented with two broad strategies for incorporating topical informatkm into the sunnnary. One approach aimed to bring 'topic openers' into the summars; by adding segment-initial sentences to those already selected via salience calculation. The other was to exert finer control over the number of sentences selected via salience, and 'pad' the summary to its requested size with sentences selected from segments by invoking the 'empty segment' (aka 'empty sectkm', see 2.2) rule. Special provisions accounted for the fact that segmentatkm would naturally always select the document-initial sentence.
It turns out that the differences between a range of realisations of the above two strategies are not statistically significant over our test corpus; we thus use the label "SUM+SEG" to denote a 'composite' strategy and to represent the whole family of variations. In contrast, "SUM" refers to the base smnmarization component, and "SEG" represents summarization by segmentation alone. Table 1 below shows the recall rates for the three major summarization regimes defined by different summary granularities. Since segmentation effects are clearly very different across different sizes of source document, our experiments were additionally conducted at sampling the document collection at different sizes of the originals: the corpus was split into four sections, grouping together documents less than 7.5K characters long, 7. lb get a better sense for tile effects of different strategy mixes, we also show results for tile same summarization regimes, on subsets of the test corpus. "All documents with > I di,?esl senh'm:t'" represents documents whose digests are longer than a single sentence; "All documetHs whose 1st sent is not in target d~qest" extracts a document set for which a baseline strategy automatically picking a representative sentence for inclusion in the summary would be inappropriate. These subset selection criteria explain the deterioration of overall results; howeveb what is more interesting to observe in the table is the relative performance of tile three summarization regimes.
Overall, leveraging some of the segmentation analysis is positively beneficial to summarization; the effects are particularly strong where short summaries are required. In addition, summarization driven by segmentation data alone shows recall rates comparable to, and in certain situatkms even higher than, tlle baseline: this suggests that such a procedure is certainly usable in situations where background collection-based salience calculation is impossible, or impractical.
Finally, we emphasise a note of particular interest here: the complete set of data from these experiments makes it possible, for any given document, to select dynamically tile summarization strategy appropriate to its size, in order to get an optimal summary for it, in any given information compaction regime.
Conclusion
Starting from a class of problems inherent to summarization by sentence extraction, we have proposed a strat-egy for alleviating some of the particularly jarring enduser effects in the summaries, which are due to coherence degradation, readability deterioration, and topical under-representation. Our approach is to aim for more cohesive summaries, by leveraging the lexical cohesion factors in the source document texts. As an initial experiment, we have looked at one particular facto1; lcxical repetition, and have developed a framework for integrab ing a discourse segmentation component capable of detecting shifts in topic, with a linguistically-aware summarizer which utilizes notions of salience and dynamicallyadjustable size of the resulting summaries. By analyzing cohesion indicators in the discourse, segmentation identifies points in the narrative where sub-stories alternate; the summarization function uses the resulting set of discourse segments to derive more complete, informative and faithful summaries than ones extracted solely on the basis of sentence salience (calculated with respect to a background document collection).
A comparative evaluation of summarization with, and without, segmentation analysis shows that under certain conditions, segmentation-enhanced summarization is better than the base segmentation technology: Some of these conditions can be expressed as a function of the original document length, and the document-tosummary ratio; thus, of particular interest is the fact that optimal strategy for combining the two technologies can be selected 'on the fly', depending on the type of input to be summarized.
Furthemore, having access to a segmentation component makes it possible to alleviate a serious shortcoming of summarizers like ours, which crucially depend on the statistics of a background collection: in situations where background collection-based salience calculatkm is impossible, or impractical, it is realistic to deliver summaries--of comparable quality, yet considerably cheaper to generate--derived by access to discourse segmentation information alone.
The research reported here is part of a larger effort focused on leveraging elements of the discourse structure for a variety of content characterisation tasks. Overall, we aim to build an infrastructure for recognizing and using a broad range of cohesive devices in text. Document summarization is just one application in the larger space of document content management; our long term goal is to develop a framework where summarization and other applications would be enabled by a rich substrate of linguistic analysis of lexical cohesion.
